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The Royal
Melbourne
by numbers

Thank you
The generosity of the wonderful supporters
of The Royal Melbourne Hospital have once again
helped us to achieve so much in 2015/16.

178,516+
people attended outpatient
appointments

WHERE OUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT CAME FROM
RMH Home Lottery
	Bequests, estates and gifts in memory
Fundraising and donations
	Corporates, trusts and foundations
Community engagement
Events

92,600+
inpatient services were provided
by Melbourne Health

HOW YOUR SUPPORT MADE A DIFFERENCE
Building and technology
Medical equipment
Research
Patient-centred care
Training and education
Other

68,500+

Director’s report
Thank you
for sharing
our vision of
First in Care,
Research and
Learning

It has been an extraordinary year.
Our wonderful supporters have
helped The Royal Melbourne Hospital
Foundation raise more than $8.7 million
for medical equipment, facilities and
research. And most importantly, for the
people who benefit from our medical
expertise. This outstanding result
would not have been possible without
your generosity.
This year, your donations have been used
to find better treatments, to undertake
research that puts us at the forefront of
medical care and enabled us to buy the
very latest equipment to make the patient
experience the best we possibly can.
Put simply, your donations have helped
develop medical breakthroughs and
change people’s lives.
In July 2016, our world-class
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) opened
it’s doors. This $33 million facility
is the first in Australia to be situated
at the centre of a biomedical precinct.
We work with The Royal Women’s
Hospital and the Peter MacCallum
Cancer Centre to care for some of
the state’s sickest and most medically
challenging patients. Through your
generosity, the Foundation has helped
purchase critical life-saving equipment
and facilities including ventilators,
ultrasounds and emergency trolleys.
We are very grateful to the many
community groups, such as the RMH
Dialysis Support Group and Dry July,
just to name a couple, who support us
throughout the year. In conjunction with
the many other community initiatives,
including generous corporate business
organisations, we are able to invest in
new equipment and technology that is
vital to providing the world-class care
that we are renowned for.

We also take this opportunity to
celebrate our wonderful achievements
in medical research at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital. The prestigious
Royal Melbourne Hospital Research
Medal was again awarded to a most
worthy recipient at the glamorous Gala
Research Dinner in May. Associate
Professor Mark Walterfang is the 2016
medal winner and is a prime example
of the commitment and calibre of our
wonderful medical staff.
The RMH Home Lottery was also
another resounding success over the last
12 months. It is central to many of our
fundraising initiatives and we are grateful
to those who participate. The Royal
Melbourne Hospital is world-renowned
for innovative research. We are deeply
committed to creating a better future
for all through research. A vision we
share with the USA President Barack
Obama who has recently lauded our
innovative research to the world.
We give you a glimpse into the future
with insights into some more of our
upcoming research projects.
Together with you, our wonderful
supporters, we have made and indelible
difference to people’s lives. Because of
you we have been able to continue to
build on the world-class care we provide
and to invest in ground-breaking medical
research. On behalf of all our dedicated
staff, our generous volunteers and of
course all the people we help everyday,
thank you.

Fiona Gillies
Interim Director
Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

people were provided with urgent
care by our emergency department
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The future of health care has arrived

Intensive Care Unit
opens its doors

Honouring a hero
in our new ICU

Arrival of new MRI
stops traffic

After many years of construction,
and anticipation, we were delighted to
officially open our new Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) in May 2016. Thank you
to everyone who helped realise this
incredible achievement.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital is
honoured to continue a memorial
dedication to Constable Angela Taylor,
by naming a room in her memory in
our new world-class Intensive Care Unit.

An intraoperative MRI (iMRI),
which will enable surgeons to image a
patient with an MRI scanner while
a patient is undergoing surgery, arrived
at The Royal Melbourne Hospital in
spectacular fashion in July 2015.

Supporters, patients, past and present
and staff were invited to witness
The Honourable Jill Henessey MP,
the Victorian Minister for Health
formally declare the ICU open.

“Thank you to everyone
who donated to the
ICU Redevelopment
Appeal. We are well
on our way to
equipping the final six
beds and helping even
more of Victoria’s most
critically-ill patients.”
	Michelle Spence, ICU Nurse Unit Manager,
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.

The new ICU is not only a modern,
technically-advanced facility; it is an
Australian first with it being the only
ICU in Australia that is central to
a biomedical precinct.
We are very grateful to all the generous
people who donated towards the ICU.
The ICU still has another six beds to
complete before it is operating to its
fullest capacity; we know that with the
continuing generosity of our committed
supporters we can help even more of
Victoria’s sickest patients.
Above from left: Associate Professor Chris MacIsaac,
Director, ICU, RMH, Cr Robert Doyle, Chairman,
RMH Board of Directors, Dr Gareth Goodier,
Chief Executive, RMH, The Hon. Jill Henessey MP,
Victorian Minister for Health, Ms Dale Fisher,
Chief Executive, Peter Mac.

Thirty years ago, Constable Angela
Rose Taylor was tragically killed in the
1986 Russell Street bombing, which also
seriously injured 21 others. She was
crossing the road on a staff lunch run
and was only a metre away from the
bomb when it exploded. She died at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital 24 days
later. Constable Taylor was the first
policewoman to die in the line of duty.
The Victoria Police Blue Ribbon
Foundation raised $150,000 at their
Charity Ball in November 2015 in order
to support equipment purchases for our
new ICU. In recognition of this generous
gift, The Royal Melbourne Hospital
has proudly named the staff station in
Pod B of the new Intensive Care Unit
‘The Angela Taylor Memorial Staff
Station’ in memory of Constable Taylor.
Above: Constable Angela Taylor.

In a delicate operation, the MRI was
lifted by crane and carefully manoeuvred
through a small opening in the building’s
facade to its new home.
The new facilities include the new
ICU, haematology inpatient ward,
Central Sterilising Supply Department
(CSSD) and additional specialist
operating theatres.
The new facilities will make an
enormous difference to the people The
Royal Melbourne cares for. Not only
will we be using the latest technology
available, our increased theatre capacity
means that we can help more people
who are critically-ill or injured or will be
undergoing treatment. Because of the
support from the community we serve,
The Royal Melbourne will continue to
put patients first.
Thanks to the wonderful support from
the community, The Royal Melbourne
Hospital Foundation was able to provide
funds towards the purchase of this new
state-of-the-art equipment.
Above: The MRI being craned into position.
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Supporting patient-centred care

Legacy lives on in
patient gardens

Ride to recovery
event helps families

Pedal power raises
funds for emergency

Partnership will
grow into the future

Trust gives
life-saving support

Gift in memory
provides comfort

Two courtyards will be built thanks
to a generous bequest by Miles Atkinson
Hurley. Mr Hurley’s special gift will help
create peaceful outdoor spaces that allow
patients, staff and visitors a moment
to escape the hectic ward environment.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s
inaugural ‘Ride to Recovery’ bike ride
was held in April 2016.

Father of three Mauricio Munoz was
left for dead after a horrific hit-and-run.
He was cycling home from work when
a truck clipped him, flinging him from
his bike. The impact shattered his pelvis,
fractured his ankle, broke his sternum
and six ribs, damaged his kidneys and
severed his renal artery.

Running a hospital takes considerable
resources and this is why we are so
grateful for the ongoing support of
Academy Services.

The ‘We Care’ Charitable Trust has
again shown their support for The Royal
Melbourne by generously donating
$10,500 to Intensive Care Services.

A well-established national organisation,
Academy Services has proudly partnered
with The Royal Melbourne Hospital
Foundation in support of NorthWestern
Mental Health (NWMH). They have
generously committed $16,000 per year
across three years.

This funding will help purchase much
needed emergency trolleys to be used
in the new Intensive Care Unit (ICU).

With many patients who suffer kidney
disease, coming back to The Royal
Melbourne Hospital Dialysis Unit over
many years, enduring friendships are
created with them, staff, patients, carer’s
and loved-ones. This was certainly
the case for Mr Peter Brennan, a Royal
Melbourne Hospital patient for more
than 20 years.

Funds will support various equipment
and infrastructure projects that have a
direct impact on patients. The NWMH
Broadmeadows Inpatient Unit will
benefit from year one’s contributions
as it will help landscape outdoor
areas utilised by patients every day.
The physical space will be a calm and
comfortable area for patients to spend
time in during treatment.

If a patient’s condition deteriorates
or if they go into cardiac arrest,
emergency trolleys are readily available
with everything required to resuscitate
anywhere, anytime.

The courtyards will be on the level 6
Rooftop Garden Retreat and the level 7
Haematology Garden Retreat
Miles’ brother John told us that the
gift was in recognition of the excellent
care his brother received at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital. John says;
“When he was only 31, Miles had a
stroke. He was in and out of intensive
care for weeks. We weren’t sure if he
would make it.”
However, after many months of
rehabilitation and unwavering support
from his family, he made a full recovery.
Unfortunately, years later at only 56,
Miles Hurley died of prostate cancer.
“Through all his illnesses, and when he
was in good health, Miles always enjoyed
a cup of coffee out in the sun particularly
with friends,” John said. “He would be
proud that he could help others do the
same in the hospital’s new garden.”
We are grateful to Miles Hurley and
his family for supporting us in this
special way.
Above: The late Miles Atkinson Hurley.
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Cheered on by passers by in the
Hospital’s busy foyer, 24 participants
representing the Commonwealth Bank,
EFM and even our own staff members,
each rode a stationary bike for thirty
minutes, raising much needed funds
for patients and their families.
With prizes up for grabs for the top three
fundraisers and the top three riders who
travelled the furthest, the competitiveness
on the day was fantastic.
In just 12 hours our riders travelled more
than 380kms and raised over $6,100
for the refurbishment of the ‘Relatives
Room’ in the Emergency Department.
It will be a welcome update to an
area that patient’s family and friends
can retreat to while their loved-ones are
undergoing emergency treatment.
Thank you to all who participated,
donated and showed their support for
‘Ride to Recovery’.
Above from left: Joel Davis, Branch Manager,
Commonwealth Bank, and Michael Quinn, EFM,
get involved.

Mauricio was rushed to The Royal
Melbourne Hospital. He was barely alive.
But thanks to the skill, quick thinking
and dedication of our Emergency doctors
and nurses, Mauricio survived.
Over 15 weeks in hospital, Mauricio
endured 21 major operations. His loving
family were constantly by his side.
Amazingly, after months of
rehabilitation, Mauricio was back on
the bike again. In January 2016 he
completed a 900km journey from
Melbourne to Adelaide raising $6,200
for the Emergency Department that
saved his life. The funds will help
purchase medical equipment that will
help many other people who come to us
for urgent medical care.
Mauricio wanted to give something
back, to those who saved his life. We are
grateful for and inspired by Mauricio’s
generous support.
Above: Mauricio Munoz, (far right) with his
loving family.

Academy Services CEO, Mark
Hoffman is delighted to give back to
the community in this way; “We are
proud to have partnered with The
Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation.
We hope that our support will make
a difference to the patients and the
services at NorthWestern Mental Health.
Everyone at Academy Services is looking
forward to building a meaningful
relationship and helping the important
work of NWMH.”

Emergency trolleys are fully stocked
with medications and equipment such
as defibrillators that are used during a
medical emergency.

Minutes and seconds make a huge
difference when dealing with criticallyill patients so these new trolleys are
absolutely critical in the ICU.
Thank you to the ‘We Care’ Charitable
Trust for their generosity.

In grateful recognition of the outstanding
care Mr Brennan received, and also
in a touching tribute to her husband,
Mrs Dot Brennan and her family made
a generous donation to the Dialysis Unit.
The funds were used to purchase a
comfortable recliner chair for patients,
who much like her late husband, spend
hours dialysing at the hospital. The chair
can recline to a position that suits each
individual patient’s needs. It also provides
a comfortable alternative for patient’s
families while they visit. Mrs Brennan
was delighted to give back in this way;
“The staff provided wonderful care to
Peter. We wanted to give something back
and felt that something like a recliner
chair would help other families like ours.
We are proud to be a part of The Royal
Melbourne Hospital Foundation.”
We are grateful to the Brennan family
for their kind gift.
Above: Dot Brennan, (seated) with her daughters,
Lisa Curren, (left) and Lee Carney.
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Supporting ground-breaking research

Innovation to get people back on their feet

“Investing
in medical
research
moves us
all forward.”
	US President, Barack Obama,
talks about our ‘stentrode’
research on the Discovery Channel.

Medical researchers from The Royal
Melbourne Hospital, the University
of Melbourne (UoM) and The Florey
Institute of Neuroscience and Mental
Health (The Florey) have created a
new minimally invasive brain machine
interface, giving people with spinal
cord injuries new hope to walk again
with the power of thought.
The brain machine interface consists of
a stent-based electrode (stentrode), which
is implanted within a blood vessel next
to the brain. It records the type of brain
activity that has been shown in preclinical trials to move limbs through
an exoskeleton or to control bionic limbs.
The new device is the size of a small
paperclip and will be implanted in
the first in-human trial at The Royal
Melbourne in 2017.
The results of the recent study show that
the device is capable of recording highquality signals emitted from the brain’s
motor cortex, without the need for open
brain surgery.
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Stroke and spinal cord injuries are
leading causes of disability, affecting
1 in 50 people. There are 20,000
Australians with spinal cord injuries,
with the typical patient a 19-year-old
male, and about 150,000 Australians
left severely disabled after stroke.
Professor Terry O’Brien, Head of
Medicine at Departments of Medicine
and Neurology, The Royal Melbourne
Hospital and University of Melbourne
said the development of the stentrode
has been the ‘holy grail’ for research
in bionics. Professor O’Brien said;
“To be able to create a device that can
record brainwave activity over long
periods of time, without damaging the
brain is an amazing development in
modern medicine.
“It can also be potentially used in
people with a range of diseases aside
from spinal cord injury, including
epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease and other
neurological disorders.”

In one of his speeches on the
Discovery Channel, US President
Barack Obama discusses the
The Royal Melbourne Stentrode Study
to illustrate the importance of research.
The President describes how this recent
discovery can transform the lives of
people with disability, including war
veterans, all around the world. President
Obama concludes by emphasising
that; “investing in research moves us
all forward”.
We are proud that our dedicated
community of supporters helps to further
develop life-changing studies and clinical
trials like the stentrode at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital.
Above: Professor Terry O’Brien, Head of Medicine
at Departments of Medicine and Neurology, RMH,
holding the tiny ‘stentrode’.
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Supporting the future of health care

Advancements in Parkinson’s disease
An estimated 700,000 Australians
are impacted by Parkinson’s disease.
They have Parkinson’s, are affected by
Parkinson’s or provide care to someone
with Parkinson’s. Currently there is no
known cure however there are treatments
available that can help symptoms.

Deep Brain Stimulation delivers mild
electrical pulses to specific targets in the
brain to stimulate the structures involved
in motor control. The new technology
allows doctors to deliver stimulation
more precisely and to targeted areas of
the brain.

In an Australian first, The Royal
Melbourne Hospital used Deep Brain
Stimulation and Bluetooth technology
to treat and manage symptoms of
Parkinson’s disease.

The patient also receives a controller
which uses Bluetooth wireless technology
to enable them to adjust the level of
stimulation to manage their symptoms.

The first person to receive this treatment,
Royal Melbourne patient, James
Leung, is already seeing a remarkable
improvement in his condition.
The surgery was performed late August,
by a team lead by Royal Melbourne
Hospital Neurologist, Dr Andrew Evans
and Neurosurgeon, Mr Girish Nair.

We are excited about the possibilities this
treatment brings. And we are grateful
to all those who support our innovative
research and treatments.
Above from left: Royal Melbourne Hospital
Neurologist, Dr Richard Blaze, teaches patient, James
Leung, how to use the Bluetooth controller.

Supporting health care through learning

Advancements in
Alzheimer’s disease

Mental health
research win

Researcher’s lessons
for prevention

Personal history
inspires giving

The Royal Melbourne Hospital has
led a trial of a new drug to treat
Alzheimer’s disease. The trial has revealed
that the new drug has proven itself to
be well tolerated in patients and also
shows signs that it could slow the spread
of the neurological disease.

Since discovering that lithium could
be used for the treatment of mania and
melancholia in 1949, Dr John Cade AO,
Psychiatrist has been highly-regarded
for his ground-breaking research in the
mental health arena. He was inducted
into The Royal Melbourne Hospital
Research Hall of Fame at our inaugural
event in 2014, and two years later,
Associate Professor Mark Walterfang has
continued the tradition of innovative
research into mental health and collected
the 2016 Royal Melbourne Hospital
Research Medal.

Professor Finlay Macrae, Head of
Colorectal Medicine and Genetics,
The Royal Melbourne Hospital has a
celebrated career in research, but it is
how these findings are used to make a
difference for the future that drives him.

A personal connection has inspired a
generous gift to crucial nursing education
and training at The Royal Melbourne
Hospital. James Jacoby, Jayne Webster
and their family contributed $30,000 to
the development of educational videos
in memory of their family members who
were previously employed at the hospital.

The most common form of dementia
or Alzheimer’s is a result of ongoing face
nerve cell death and tissue loss, which
over time, causes the brain to shrink and
therefore diminish its capacity to fully
function. The medical trial led by Royal
Melbourne Hospital clinicians consisted
of 36 patients who took three tablets daily
for 24 weeks.
Professor Terence O’Brien, head of
Medicine at the Departments of Medicine
and Neurology at The Royal Melbourne
Hospital, said that it is still early days
and there is no conclusive proof about
the effectiveness of the new drug, but it
provides a lot of promise in the treatment
of patients with mild to moderate forms
of dementia. The trial did indicate that
the degeneration of brain function slowed
in the treated group.
While there were no changes detected
in patient’s cognition levels, some families
reported their loved ones’ memory had
improved and this is a very positive step in
the right direction in learning more about
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

Professor Walterfang’s important
research focused on the rare
neurometabolic disorder Niemann-Pick
type C (NPC), and has undertaken
the first group neuroimaging analyses
in NPC adults. It has help to shed
light on the brain mechanisms
underpinning their neurodegeneration,
and provided promising in-vivo markers
of illness progression and treatment
response on a large cohort of adult
patients with the disease.
Since 2003, Professor Walterfang has
worked as a consultant neuropsychiatrist
at The Royal Melbourne Hospital. His
family and friends, and avid supporters
of The Royal Melbourne research
program attended a gala event to see
Professor Walterfang collect his award.
Above from left: Professor Ingrid Winship, Executive
Director, Research, RMH, Mr Frank McGuire MP,
Victorian Parliamentary Secretary for Medical
Research, Associate Professor Mark Walterfang and
Dr Gareth Goodier, Chief Executive, RMH.
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As the lead clinician in the Familial
Cancer Clinic at The Royal Melbourne
Hospital, the state’s busiest in familial
bowel cancer, Professor Macrae is
engaged in a range of research and
teaching projects.
Focusing on prevention rather than
cure, Professor Macrae’s research includes
studies into resveratrol, (a compound
found in some of our foods) starch and
asprin as possible agents in preventing
bowel cancer. All these have been partly
funded by members of the community
who support his vision.
We are grateful for the support of
Professors Macrae’s research and work in
familial screening at the Familial Cancer
Clinic as it is instrumental in teaching
students the very latest treatments
available for gastrointestinal health care.
Above: Professor Finlay Macrae, Head of Colorectal
Medicine and Genetics, RMH.

Mr Jacoby’s maternal great grandfather
was the Resident Medical Officer in
about 1870. Mrs Webster is Mr Jacoby’s
niece and the youngest daughter of
June Campbell Jacoby who trained as
a nurse and later became a Sister at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital and the
Goddaughter of Mary Essington
Lewis, a family friend of Mrs Jacoby
who was also a nurse at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital.
The seven part video educational series
is part of the Nursing Assessment
and Care Planning training. Nursing
assessment and care planning uses
skilled assessment, patient engagement
and critical thinking to identify patient
needs, plan care and evaluate treatment.
Nursing Assessment and Care Planning
has been shown to enable early detection
of patient problems that facilitates early
intervention, which ultimately improves
patient outcomes. The Jacoby family are
proud to support our ethos of patient
centred care and we are very grateful for
their gift.
Above: The Jacoby family with Morag Morrison,
Manager, Nursing Education, RMH.
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Community supports dedicated care

Staff fundraiser
a close shave

Going dry helps
cancer patients

Garden retreat gets
a makeover

The Royal Melbourne Hospital
Facilities Management department
took the plunge to shave their heads
(and beards) all in the name of
supporting cancer services at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital.

2015 marked a significant milestone
for the partnership between Dry July
and The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Since 2009, over $1 million dollars
has been raised for cancer services at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
This wonderful achievement would not
have been possible without the people
who have dared to give up drinking for
a month, and the countless people who
generously donated.

Plants, paints and timber in hand,
enthusiastic staff from Bunnings
Warehouse arrived at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital City Campus last
December ready to work. They were
there to further enhance the pop-up
garden into a more permanent feature
of the Hospital.

Staff members Michael McCambridge,
Director of Facilities Management and
Nick Keogh, Building and Services
Operations Manager, wanted to support
a worthy cause and organised the event.

Dialysis patients receive gift from loyal friends
Nephrology services at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital were thrilled to
receive $100,000 from the
RMH Dialysis Support Group.
Support Group President, Anita
Narduzzo, OAM, and her committee
work tirelessly throughout the year
to raise much needed funds which
support medical equipment, ward
refurbishments and patient care items,
not only at The Royal Melbourne,
but also at regional Royal Melbourne
Hospital dialysis centres. This donation
will enable the purchase of body
composition analysers, treatment chairs
and a waiting room refurbishment.
We are incredibly grateful for the
on-going support from the RMH
Dialysis Support Group which has
a direct and positive impact on our
services and patients.
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The support group are some of our
most loyal supporters, raising funds for
dialysis patients for over 16 years.
Professor Steve Holt, Director, Royal
Melbourne Hospital Nephrology
Services recently received this generous
donation; “The funds will help fund
the refurbishment at our home dialysis
service and also purchase new dialysis
chairs, and some new state-of-the-art
monitoring equipment for patients.
“We are incredibly grateful to the
RMH Dialysis Support Group for their
amazing generosity.
“Their commitment makes an
enormous difference to the lives of our
patients and is greatly appreciated by
staff. Thank you.”
Above: RMH Dialysis Support Group President,
Anita Narduzzo, OAM, (centre) presents the cheque
to staff from the Nephrology Department.

The RMH
Dialysis Support
Group are some
of our most loyal
supporters, raising
funds for dialysis
patients for over
16 years.

As the word spread that some of our
very own were willing to go toe to toe
with a razor in the name of fundraising
for cancer, staff from all areas of the
hospital lent their support.
A BBQ was held in conjunction
with the head shave and people bid
for the opportunity to shave their
colleagues. Not only was it a fun day
for all involved, $7,500 was raised for
much needed equipment for our cancer
services department.
Thank you to all the shavers and the
shavees for their incredible support.
Above: Michael McCambridge (right), Director
of Facilities Management, and Nick Keogh, Building
and Services Operations Manager, get their heads
shaved by colleagues.

Funds raised from Dry July will help
purchase critical medical equipment,
patient care items and also help fund
the improvement of facilities for cancer
patients and their families.
Our gratitude goes out to everyone
in the community who has supported
our cancer services through Dry July,
which not only has a direct and tangible
impact on our services but makes the
journey for our cancer patients just that
little bit easier.
The 2015 Dry July campaign saw over
590 people brave a month off alcohol to
raise over $96,000 which is a great effort.
Thank you.
Above: Cancer patient, Amy Clarke, (centre) with
her loving mother, Jennifer, and sister, Stacey.

Located next to our Function Centre,
the garden, a relaxing and welcoming
space for our patients, staff and visitors
to escape the hospital environment has
already been a big hit, but it needed
the finishing touch that only Bunnings
Warehouse could provide.
In December 2015, after many months
of planning and co-ordination, 32 staff
from nine different Bunnings stores
across Melbourne converged on the
garden and worked tirelessly throughout
the day. Additional plants, a lick of
paint and some well-placed furniture
re-invigorated the space just in time
for the warmer months.
We are extremely grateful for the
continuing support of Bunnings
Warehouse who donated all the
materials, valued at about $20,000 and
their very precious time. They have made
an enormous difference to an area of the
hospital that offers a wonderful relief to
all who visit it.
Above: The Bunnings Warehouse team that helped
transform our garden.
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Events that make a difference

Family day
a royal success

RMH staff striking
the right note

Supporting
brilliant minds

The sun beamed on the 2016
Royal Walk and Fun Run in March
at Princes Park, Carlton with nearly
750 participants, 75 dogs, 120
volunteers, and their friends and family
turning up for a great morning out.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital doctors
orchestra, Corpus Medicorum, celebrate
another fantastic year highlighted by two
special performances in Osaka, Japan.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s third
annual Celebrating Research Gala was
held in June and saw over 250 guests,
including some of the most intelligent
and inspirational researchers, past and
present come together to celebrate our
research achievements.

Craig Huggins got the crowd warmed
up while The Royal Melbourne
Hospital Music Therapy team got
everyone grooving to the music with
their energetic dance routine.
With face painting, temporary
tattooing, a DJ playing great tunes,
free juice, snacks such as protein
balls, popcorn and dog treats, a
great morning was had by all as the
community came together in support
of The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Over $30,000 was raised which went
to various departments in need of funds
throughout the hospital.
Thank you to our wonderful event
supporters: Major Partners; Smartsalary,
Corporate Partners; BankVic,
GPI Corporate, First State Super,
Commonwealth Bank and Dr DAX,
Support Partners; Preshafood, Gold
104.3, Ckaos, Zouki, LaManna Direct,
EFM Health Clubs, Carman’s, Raw
Love Super Food and Cobs Popcorn.

Osaka was privy to seeing Corpus
Medicorum perform Humperdinck
Overture from Hansel & Gretel,
R Strauss Oboe Concerto with soloist
Andrew Kawai and a Dvorak Symphony
No.6 in the first concert. The second
concert featured Koehne Between Two
Worlds, Wieniawski Violin Concerto
No.2 with soloist Reiko Otani and
Brahms Symphony No.1.
After the resounding success in Japan,
Corpus Medicorum returned to perform
to it’s loyal following on home ground.
April’s concert in Melbourne showcased
classic Tchaikovsky; Symphony No.4,
Tchaikovsky Rococo Variations for Cello
with Orchestra soloist Julian Smiles and
Tchaikovsky 1812 Overture.
Corpus Medicorum is managed by
Phillip Antippa, Cardiothoracic Surgeon
and Director, Lung Cancer Services
at The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
He also plays the lead viola for our very
own hospital orchestra. Funds raised
from Corpus Medicorum ticket sales
go towards vital cancer research.

The evening was an opportunity to
celebrate the wonderful contribution
made by our latest inductees into the
Research Hall of Fame; The late
Sir Ian Jeffreys Wood MBE, Professor
G. Ian Taylor AO, and Professor Leonard
C. Harrison.
Dr Elizabeth Finkel, editor-in-chief
of Cosmos magazine, was the keynote
speaker, with the evening finishing
with the awarding of the 2016 Royal
Melbourne Hospital Research Medal,
a prestigious award given to an extremely
deserving winner. Associate Professor
Mark Walterfang, who has a significant
track record in neuroimaging research,
in particular volumetric research in
major mental illness, went home with
the medal.
Thank you to our wonderful sponsors:
Principle Partner; Healthscope, Major
Sponsors; S.O. Asher, Smartsalary, De
Bortoli Wines, Glenvill, Table Sponsors;
First State Super, Russell Kennedy
Lawyers, Fight Cancer Foundation,
BankVic and Cerner Australia.
Above: Violinist, Sally Cooper, gave a spectacular
performance at the Gala Dinner.
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Family ties inspire significant support

Family foundation
keep on giving
In 2007, three members of the Price
Family created The Price Family
Foundation in memory of their beloved
mother who bravely battled but sadly
died of mouth cancer. Today, The Price
Family Foundation are avid supporters
of The Royal Melbourne Hospital and
since 2010, have donated almost $90,000
towards head and neck oncology.

Mother’s memory nurtures Social Work Fellowship
Andrew Domasevicius-Zilinskas has
grown up watching his mother change
people’s lives. Danute (or Dana as she
was commonly known) Zilinskas joined
The Royal Melbourne Hospital as
an assistant almoner in 1962 and then
committed her life to helping others.
In 1966 Dana was appointed Assistant
Chief Medical Social Worker and then
in 1976 was appointed Chief Medical
Social Worker. Regrettably, Dana was
compelled to resign her position in
1986 due to terminal cancer. She died
in 1987 at just 62 years of age.
Today, Dana’s memory is honoured with
a generous gift of $100,000 from her
son, Andrew Domasevicius-Zilinskas,
towards a Social Work Fellowship at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
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The purpose of the Dana Zilinskas
Social Work Fellowship is to enable
successful social workers to gain
further knowledge and experience from
education. This will facilitate clinical
research education and also encourage
the establishment of collaborative
relationships with experts and bring
back initiatives that have the potential
to improve the quality of patient care.
The Fellowship will also nurture social
workers who are interested in working
with Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse (CALD) populations to honour
Dana’s interest in improving care to our
diverse community.
We are grateful that Mr DomaseviciusZilinskas has shared his mother’s
legacy with us to benefit more people
in the community.

Vibrant spirit rouses generosity
Rosalie Mordech loved life. A dedicated
mother and wife, she inspired others with
her vitality and exuberance. Sadly, in
2015 aged only 64, Rosalie passed away
after a brave fight with leukaemia.

Top from left: Julia Blackshaw, Previous Manager,
Social Work and Cultural Diversity, RMH, Julian
Zilinskas (Dana’s son) and Andrew DomaseviciusZilinskas (Dana’s son and benefactor). Above: The
late Dana Zilinskas during her time at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital.

During her treatment, Rosalie
courageously used her wonderful people
skills to support those around her,
particularly other patients. Rosalie’s
husband, Adrian Mordech, wanted his
wife’s spirit to continue to ‘sparkle’ and
generously funded an annual Nursing
Scholarship for Nurse Unit Managers in
business administration in her memory.
Rosalie Mordech’s courage also moved
a dear family friend, Mrs Roseanne
Amarant, to make a special gift to
The Royal Melbourne Hospital. The
‘Rabinowicz and Amarant Family
Cancer Research Fellowship in Memory
of Rosalie Mordech’ contributed a
generous $200,000 towards cancer
research and treatment.

Mrs Amarant’s generosity will support
a mid-career researcher to undertake
critical haematological research.
Mrs Amarant also donated $50,000
towards the purchase of a Nerve
Integrity Monitor. This vital piece of
equipment provides audible and visual
warnings to reduce the risk of nerve
damage during surgery.
We are truly inspired, and extremely
grateful to Rosalie’s family and friends
for supporting us in this very special
way. Rosalie’s legacy will help many
people battling cancer.
Above: Rosalie Mordech.

The Price family have supported the work
of Associate Professor David Wiesenfeld,
their mother’s treating doctor. He is
investigating mouth cancer, a particularly
aggressive cancer, and why and how
it occurs in non-smokers. Smoking
can increase the risk of mouth cancer,
however it still affects people who do
not smoke.
With approximately 600 people in
Victoria being diagnosed with cancer
of the mouth, nose or throat each year,
research in this area is vital. We are
thankful to the Price Family for helping
to make a difference.
The Price Family were treated to a
tour to see their donations in action.
They visited the new Royal Melbourne
Haematology Ward and also the recently
opened Intensive Care Unit (ICU).
Ms Price was impressed with how far
the hospital has come and the positive
impact it has on patients; “Being able
to see the new technology was very
interesting. The facilities are so much
more advanced now.”
Above: Price Family Trustees with Associate Professor
David Wiesenfeld.
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The Royal Melbourne Hospital
Foundation acknowledges the
following significant support:
Major Contributions
Black Moon Pty Ltd
Century 101 Pty Ltd
Cheng Investment Aust Pty Ltd
Palombara Pty Ltd
RMH Dialysis Support Group
Mrs Ofelia Aguiar
Mrs Roseanne Amarant
Mrs Betty Amsden
Mr Ross Barker
Dr Sandra Boughton
Ms Krishna Brannigan
Mrs Dorothy Brennan
Mr Ed Cameron
Mrs Josephine Cardale
Mr Seon Chua
Mrs George Claxton
Mrs Sue Clifton
Mr Andrew Cuthbertson
Mrs June Danks
Mr Jim Derham
Mrs Ann Dollman
Mr David Donnelly
Mr Abe and Mrs Vera Dorevitch
Ms Kate Drummond
Mr Phillip Elkins
Mr Jacob and Mrs Valda Ellinson
Mr Neville Elliott
Mrs Rita Ferguson
Dr John and Mrs Diana Frew
Ms Melissa Fuller
Mr Neil Gerhard
Mr Ratilal Gokal
Mr Onoufrios Gorozidis
Mrs Barbara Haynes
Mrs Miriam Henry
Mr Moneer Israil
Mr Griff Jorgenson
Mr Mark Kagan
Mr John Kaufman
Mr Alan Kozica
Mr Paul Krongold
Mr John and Mrs Betty Laidlaw
Ms Patricia Le Page
Ms Laura Lewis
Dr Meir Lichtenstein
Ms Chi Lu
Mrs Melva Markey
Mr C Marrone
Mrs Jocelyn Mead
Mr David Moore
Mr Jonathan Mordech
Mr Baillieu Myer
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Mr Bernard Mylon
Associate Professor Alf Nastri
Mr Chi Biu Ng
Ms Be Nguyen
Mr Chieu Nguyen
Mr Phuc Nguyen
Ms Maris O’Sullivan
Mr Leighton Passant
Mrs Assunta Pellicano
Mr David Phillips
Mrs Nancy Price
Mr Michael Quinn
Mr Joseph and Mrs Carmen Saliba
Mr Wayne Skate
Mr Peter Smedley
Mr Ross Starr
Mrs Judith Steele
Mr Laurence Stewart
Ms Sally Tan
Mr Binh Thai
Mrs Judith Thomson
Ms Linda Tivendale
Mr Liem Tran
Mr Emmanuel Vakakis
Ms Hang Vu
Mr William Woodhams
Mr Richard Wynne

Corporate Partners
Alphapharm Pty Limited
BankVic
Bendigo Property Services
BG Flowers
Cannon Toyota
Carman’s Fine Foods Pty Ltd
Cerner Australia
Ckaos Ink Pty Ltd
Cobs Fine Food
Coles
Commonwealth Bank
Royal Melbourne Hospital Branch
De Bortoli Wines
Doquile Perrett Meade
Financial Services
Dr Dax Kitchen
Ecco Enterprises Pty Ltd
EFM North Melbourne
ESSO Australia Pty Ltd
FCG Property
First State Super
G&C Mutual Bank
Glenvill
GPI Australia
Grocon PCL

Healthscope Melbourne Private
Hospital Pty Ltd
Human Care Australia
LaManna Direct
LML Lift Consulants
Medikane Pty Ltd
Melbourne Recital Centre
Preshafood Limited
S.O. Asher Consultants Pty Ltd
Smartsalary
Summit Fleet Leasing
and Management
Swingshift Nurses

Trusts and Foundations
Blue Ribbon Foundation
City of Melbourne
Dry July Limited
Equity Trustees –
Harold and Cora Brennen
Esso Australia (Exxon Mobil)
Fight Cancer Foundation
Guthrie Family Charitable Trust
Hugh Williamson Foundation
Intensive Care Academic Fund
Perpetual Trustees
Price Family Foundation
State Trustees Australia Foundation
The Bell Charitable Fund
The Ian Nelleke Clark
Encouragement Fund
The Muriel and Les Batten Foundation
Walter and Eliza Hall Trust
William Buckland Foundation

Community Supporters
Bikram Yoga Ascot Vale
Braemar College
Bunnings Warehouse
Chinese Masonic Society
Koonung Secondary College
Matty’s Soldiers
Mr Alwyn Wong
Mr Finbarr Lehane
Mr Isak Ketsakidis
Mr Mauricio Munoz
Mrs Judy Manning
Mrs Melissa Chen
Melbourne Neuropsychiatry Centre
Nordia Foundation Pty Ltd
RMH Geriatric Medicine Department
RMH Facilities Management
We Care Charitable Trust
Willmott Park Primary

Estates and Gifts in Will
Estate of Arthur Blannin Lyndhurst
Estate of Charlotte Marshall
Estate of Emily Vera Winder
Estate of Helen Mary Broad
Estate of Henrietta Lucy Cherry
Estate of John Frederick Wright
Estate of Colin Archibald Campbell
Estate of Doris and Rupert Joseph
Charitable Trust
Estate of E C Blackwood –
Charitable Trust
Estate of Eric Charles Smith
Estate of Herbert Gordon Emerson
Estate of Mary Evelyn Bowley –
Charitable Trust
Estate of Maureen McDonald
Estate of Phoebe Elizabeth
Jane Lepage
Estate of Richard Kearton
Estate of Alfred Herman
William Dehnert
Estate of Douglas James Thomson
Estate of William Macrow
Estate of John Anderson
Estate of Dorothy Winifred Dike
Estate of Irene Daisy Dike
Estate of Ethel Mary Drummond
Estate of Joseph Herman
Estate of John Lambrick
Estate of Joseph and Kate Levi
Estate of J R G and E McKenzie
Estate of William Marshall
Ernest and Letitia Wears’
Memorial Trust
Louis John Wahlers Trust
Mary MacGregor Trust
George Lawrence Godfree Bequest
Werge Batters Perpetual
Charitable Fund

We need
your support
Every 12 minutes
an Australian dies of
heart disease.
We are raising funds to help
build a $5.2 million Heart
Rhythm Centre dedicated
to treating arrhythmia
and conducting essential
research to find a cure.

“A Heart Rhythm
Centre will improve
and save more lives
than ever before. I hope
you will support us in
realising this vision.”
	Professor Jonathan Kalman,
Director of Cardiac Electrophysiology,
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.

Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
300 Grattan Street Parkville VIC 3050
P (03) 9342 7111
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